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An Amateur's Discoveries ... 
So much to learn in ham. So many 

directions you can pursue. I redis-

covered the ham radio I saw in my 

youth less than 3 months ago be-

cause in just one month in 

Olivebridge (NY -Ed.), the area 

lost power twice and SPECTRUM 

WIFI went down 4x. In the last 9.5 

miles when I get off the main 

highway and drive home at night 

on the country roads, I have lim-

ited but mostly no cell phone ser-

vice if I were to break down. 

 I researched ham... read and read and read ... found a local club (OMARC) that also 

gave the exam ... I bought study guides and drove my wife crazy for 5 weeks walk-

ing around replaying my recording of the tech test questions on a Sony mp3 player 

(Walkman if you're old enough) ... Looking at the sky at night dreaming about the 

ionosphere.  

I purchased a Yeasu 70DR handheld .. found about the “835onthe805.net” ( https://www.835onthe805.net/)morning 

"rag chew" ??? ... woke up religiously every morning for weeks and was amazed that the little radio came alive. Just a 

month before I was clueless as to what a repeater was.  

When I passed the exam in the Town of Kingston (NY), I waited 2 weeks for my call letters to come up in the data-

base. The first person I spoke to when I clicked the PTT button was Paul Brown on the morning talk.  

Pretty exciting!  

Later I found from occasional ramblings that there was alternative world in ham radio  called Digital that this group 

was headed too. More research. Many had the Anytone 878 digital radio. I bit the 

bullet and bought one. For two weeks it made an excellent paperweight as I read 

about the world of code plugs and colors ... then I found out there was no digital 

repeaters in the area to make it useable. Never fear, Paul told me many were using 

something that had to do with pie ....raspberry pie ....  hotspots? What?  

More stuff to learn. 

Luckily, one morning Kenny (upcoming weather net) spoke to me after the morning 

chew. Kenny said, don't worry,  he'd set me up. In one day he was on the phone 

with me most of the day ... Kenny had my Anytone radio programmed (with code 

plugs), up and running and he provided me with a hotspot which he built.... as well 

as got me on the air. A great teacher ... okay... I guess  

you'd call someone like that an Elmer.  
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GMWS 2021 Winter Ham Radio Class & VE Session 

 This class is an introduction to Amateur Radio. We are a group of local “Hams” from the Rut-
land area that wish to inspire and foster new interest in the art of radio.  
This course will be a large portion of self study using the ARRL Technician Manual (I have several in 
stock locally and can meet up to get you one, cost is $30), Slides (uploaded here to google classroom), 

YouTube videos (Also posted here) and a weekly Q&A session on zoom. The Zoom session will be a good place to 
check in and ask any questions you may have. At this point I don't plan on doing actual lectures, but If one is needed 
for a certain topic we can certainly do that! 

What this course is NOT:  
 A guided lecture that covers everything. Reading and self study will be required to pass the test! 

Tentative Schedule: 
Nov 6  Module #1 - Introduction & Welcome to Amateur Radio] (https://classroom.google.com/u/0/w/
MTEyODQ0MzU4MTUy/tc/MTEyODM0Njk0ODYx 
Nov 7 - Nov 13 - Module #2 [Radio and Signals Fundamentals] (https://classroom.google.com/u/0/w/
MTEyODQ0MzU4MTUy/tc/MTEyODM0Njk0ODYy)  
Module #3 - [Electricity, Components, and Circuits] (https://classroom.google.com/u/0/w/MTEyODQ0MzU4MTUy/
tc/MTEyODM0Njk0ODYz) 
Nov 14 - Nov 20 Module 4 - [Propagation, Antennas and Feed Lines](https://classroom.google.com/u/0/w/
MTEyODQ0MzU4MTUy/tc/MTI4MDY4NTA0NTkw)  
Nov 21 - Dec 4 Thanksgiving Break Inc. Module #5 - [Amateur Radio Equipment](https://classroom.google.com/u/0/
w/MTEyODQ0MzU4MTUy/tc/MTI4MDY4NTA0NTk0)  
  Module #6 - [Communicating With Other Hams] (https://classroom.google.com/u/0/w/
MTEyODQ0MzU4MTUy/tc/MTI4MDY4NTA0NjAx) 
Dec 5 - Dec 11 Module #7 - [Licensing Regulations] (https://classroom.google.com/u/0/w/MTEyODQ0MzU4MTUy/
tc/MTI4MDY4NTA0NjEx) 
  Module #8 - [Operating Regulations] (https://classroom.google.com/u/0/w/MTEyODQ0MzU4MTUy/
tc/MTI4MDY4NTA0NjEz) 
Dec 12 - Dec 18  Module #9 - [Safety](https://
classroom.google.com/u/0/w/MTEyODQ0MzU4MTUy/tc/
MTI4MDY4NTA0NjE0) 
Review Dec 19th VE Testing Session 

Questions? Email Forest (N1BBQ) at techiefor-

est@gmail.com See Table in the DEC issue of Key Klicks. 

With the weather getting colder, I hope everyone got their outdoor to-do lists all wrapped 
up! Our class will be starting up here very soon, I have 1 person registered and another in-
terested in using it as a 2nd study reference. Honestly I don't mind having a smaller group 
and welcome anyone to jump in later. With it being the first time for 100% online this will 
give me a chance to get the kinks worked out. Hopefully It works out and we get a new ham or 2 out of it! I 
am still pleading for some more NC operators and someone to manage that schedule!! I'm finding it hard to 
keep up with everything I want to get done with the club and could use some help! I hope everyone has a 
safe and happy thanksgiving and I'll see everyone at the meeting! 

73 Forest N1BBQ 

Prez-Sez 

Forest N1BBQ 

NOVEMBER  2020 

  OCT/NOV 2020 GMWS ARES NET DATES 

NOV 02 DEC 07 

NOV 09 DEC14 

NOV16 DEC 21 

NOV23 DEC 28 

NOV30 
JANUARY 04 

2021 

The GMWS ARES Net is held Monday evenings starting at 7:30 PM on the 147.045 

repeater (+/- 600 kHz, PL = 100Hz). We have taken on a relaxed format. If you have 

a question for the group or a suggestion for a topic of discussion, please let NC 

know. If you would like to try your hand at being NC please contact one of the NC 

operators or Forest and they will be glad to assist you. You can contact any NC op-

erator or AB1CH editor of Key Klicks for a copy of the Pre-amble and Info. 

Class register:  

https://forms.gle vvyTMD2jXaobQU8B8   

http://www.arrl.org/shop/Ham-Radio-License-Manual/
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GPS, or Global Positioning System, is a satellite-based navigation system that trans-
mits signals roughly from 1.1 GHz to 1.6 GHz.  Additionally, there is a signal (P-code) 
above 10 GHz that is used for higher accuracy for military and surveying/mapping use.  
First launched by the US Air Force in 1978, there are currently over 24 satellites in 
operation.  The sats travel on polar orbits around the Earth once every twelve hours at 
an altitude of about 20,000 km or 12,000 miles.  A polar orbit takes the satellite track 
over the poles with the satellites spaced at roughly 55 degree intervals.  At least 21 
satellites are needed to completely cover the earth with the signals needed for naviga-
tion.  The satellites contain atomic clocks for the precise timing needed for the system 
to operate properly. 

   The system consists of a ground control sta-
tion(s) that track and send clock updates; a 

space station, that is, the satellite(s); and the user segment, a receiver that is capa-
ble of determining the user’s location from the signals received.  The method is 
called trilateration. (Trilateration uses distances rather than triangulation that uses 
angles). The more satellites in view of the receiver, the more accurate the location 
will be.  A receiver first determines its range (distance) from the satellite and 
from that information, it can determine the geographic position (GP) of the satel-
lite:  GP are the points on the earth that match that distance: this results in an 
LOP or “Line of Position.”  (There will also be a distance in space that matches 
that GP, those positions are discarded by the receiver).  

   A second satellite signal will provide a different LOP and the intersection of the two LOPs will derive a location on 
the earth.  A third satellite signal will give a position in three dimensions.  In practice, at least 4 satellites need to be re-
ceived for a position:  since most earth receivers do not have atomic clocks, the 4th signal is used to solve for any differ-
ences in the time signals received. 

The GPS System has three segments: Control, Satellite and User.  The Control segment consists of a master control sta-
tion (MCS) at Schriever AFB in Colorado Springs, and is run by the US Air Force. There are also five unmanned sta-
tions in Hawaii, Kwajalein, Diego Garcia, and Colorado, which track the satellites and relay information to the MCS. 
There are three uplink antennas at Diego Garcia, Kwajelein and Ascension.  The control segment tracks the satellites 
and updates their orbital parameters and clocks.  

The “User segments” are the GPS receivers. They receive the satellite 
transmissions and perform calculations to determine the position, alti-
tude and time outputs. The antenna is designed to receive the circularly 
polarized satellite signal at either 1575.42 (L1) or 1227.60 (L2) MHz.  
The signal is basically comprised of a 50 bps bi-polar phase shift keyed 
(BPSK) digital signal containing the navigation data, which is carried on 
a 1,023 MHz spread spectrum signal which serves two purposes: 

To encode the identity of the satellite. 

To widen the signal bandwidth which reduces the threat of interference from narrowband sources.  

Performance: 

As initially designed, the system was accurate to about 50 feet.  Until the year 2000, a certain amount of random drift 
was introduced into the signals on all but military and specially approved GPS units.   

Errors: 

The time the signal is sent from the satellite is compared to the time the signal is received.  As we know from our ama-
teur radio experience, other factors affect the radio signal path: atmospherics and multi-path being just a few.  The more 
satellites in view of the receiver, the more the errors are mitigated and the location solution becomes more accurate.  

Uses: 

GPS is used in Farming, Aviation, Environmental Science, Maritime Navigation and Science, Public Safety, Rail, Rec-
reation, Roads and Highways, Space, Surveying, Mapping and Precise timing applica-
tions.  In amateur radio, many  

GPS, or Global Positioning System 

Continued Pg #5 
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AnyTone AT-D868UV HT for Sale: $100 

Includes Nagoya UT-72 Mag Mount Antenna 
 

Like-new condition; latest firmware installed (V2.35) 

Operates on analog FM plus digital DMR. 

Includes original box, duck, programming cable, drop-in charger, and Nagoya dual-

band VHF-UHF mag mount antenna (antenna is brand-new). Antenna includes PL-

259 to SMA female jumper cable which mates perfectly with the HT. 
 

Includes the latest North American contact list.  

Programmed with all VT DMR and Rutland area analog repeaters. Includes (7) NO-

AA weather channels, too! 
 

I will program with your name and DMR ID when you buy it, so you’ll be ready to get on the air right away. 

Memories from GMWS Past: 
Here are some more pictures as promised last month f rom when our member 

Brian (WA1ZMS) His radio rode for a long time with radio and  

 

“A late  

arriving story with pictures of  GMWS memories related to the ISS would not fit 

into our last issue.  

I (Ed: AB1CH) mistakenly though Brian (WA11ZMS) was getting an award for 

the radio he put together for the space station. Frank  (W1AD) corrected me and 

pointed me to an article he wrote about him returning the Ericcson Radio 

that was on the space station for many years - the radio crxxxed out 

‘died’ (edited: AB1CH haha) and was brought back down to earth. Since 

Brian did the final factory tuning before turning it over to Godard Space 

center they asked him to take a look at it to find out how it failed.  After his 

assessment, he was able to return it to AMSAT. Frank (W!AD) reports we 

should see that article in June 2019 I think KK. (ED note: I will try to find 

same and revive it next month) 

Pete already has the basics done but if you want to know a little more: Ed. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4w7ZYw70m4  

and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jgOYpxMU9m8  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4w7ZYw70m4
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transceivers have a 10 MHz reference signal input that can be obtained from a GPS receiver. 
APRS stations in motion transmit location data from either a separate GPS receiver or one 

built-in to the transceiver. 

Aircraft Navigation: 

Today’s aircraft modern avionics include a wide array of instruments that report GPS position for display on screens of 
information rather than the extensive dials that aircraft have 
been using for decades.  GPS has become especially useful 
for navigation between points on a map, but also it is used 
for guiding a pilot directly to the end of an airport runway 
in both direction and altitude (lateral and vertical guidance).  
Equipped aircraft can follow such a path without the need 
for earth-based equipment. For navigating aircraft, high 
precision location is mandatory.   
The WAAS (Wide Area Augmentation System) is a 
method of significantly improving the accuracy of GPS sig-
nals.  Two additional geostationary satellites are positioned 
to receive information from 25 ground stations.  These 

ground stations receive regular GPS signals and send to the 2 
satellites real-time location correction information.  Transmit-
ting on 1.5 GHz the 2 satellites send real-time differential cor-
rection data to a WAAS enabled GPS receiver.  These so-
equipped receivers provide high accuracy 3D location allowing 
lateral and vertical guidance information to display on the air-

craft navigation screens.  The WAAS system provides 3 
axis location within a few centimeters.   
 Self-driving automobiles: 

The future undoubtedly will present us with autonomous 
vehicles capable of safely driving from one location to an-
other without human input other than destination infor-
mation.  In addition to location information, multitudes of 

WAAS STATION BARROW, AK 

Navigation Screen showing GPS guided approach to  
Runway 31, Salinas, CA 

GPS Continued from pg #3 

Continued Pg #6 
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Green Mountain Wireless Society Meeting Minutes  

October 13, 2020 

sensors feeding information into a CPU (central processing unit) and acting on that infor-
mation with a level of learning (artificial intelligence) will enable these vehicles to be our 

transportation future. 

RELIABILITY 

As with any technology, GPS radio signals are subject to atmospheric as well as made interference (hamspeak:  QRN & 
QRM). 

Over the years of GPS operations there have been numerous reports of GPS location service failure.  Officials in Swit-
zerland, tried to find why aircraft approaching an airport lost navigational guidance. Ultimately they  identified in-band 
signals coming from a southern European country.  Wideband RF noise sources such as vehicle ignition and arc weld-
ers have also been identified as culprits in GPS interference. 

A ship in a harbor in Norway complained of loss of GPS guidance and the source was determined to be a 1.533 GHz 
microwave signal about a kilometer away from the ship.  However, no other receiver could duplicate that anomaly.  An 
aircraft was determined to have interference from a DME (Distance Measuring Equipment) transmitter operating on 
1.050 MHz with an IF (intermediate frequency) at 525 MHz the third harmonic of which is 
1.575 GHz.  That signal was strong enough to cause GPS receivers to fail. 

Intentional jamming has caused numerous problems.  Most major truck fleets now install 
GPS receivers on their fleet trucks.  Attached to cell phones, these receivers report back to 
the fleet manager each vehicle’s position.  A quick internet search will retrieve many compa-
nies selling (illegal) GPS jammers.  Equipment that relies on the precise timing available 
from a GPS receiver, if jammed, will shut down.  The truckers that install these RF radiation 
sources to hide their position have been known to cause sophisticated same frequency, multi-
transmitter (simulcast) public safety radio systems to crash.  Highly illegal, there are reports 
of fines as high as $32,000 for using such a device.  In May of 2016, the FCC imposed a fine 
of almost $35 million on a Chinese company that  
marketed 285 models of GPS jammers. More information may be found at www.GPS.gov.   
Pictured on the left is a GPS jammer. 

Article Submitted by Frank W1AD 

GPS Continued from pg #5 

Sad we can have OctoberFeast, many of us did have some form of turkey for dinner though! 

Class starting after Halloween - looking for instructors and students. 

VE session on 10/17 - have 1 registered. 

Always looking for Monday net help. 

Looking for help with 2021 Field Day - point people for antenna setup, food, PR, GOTA, etc 

Submitted by Forest N1BBQ 

GMWS needs a Club Secretary! It is not a very busy job. You might get 1 or 2 emails asking questions a 

year...if that many! The important part of the job is transcribing notes for publication in Key Klicks (by the 

25th of the month), the club’s monthly news letter. Currently the meetings are conducted online and record-

ed. Forest has recorded notes which he can send for you to recall things or just transcribe. When we go back 

to live meetings if you cannot attend there will always be someone to take notes for you. Please contact For-

est to offer help or if you have questions. TY Ed 
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TAPE MEASURE BEAM  

OPTIMIZED FOR RADIO DIRECTION FINDING 
by: Joe Leggio WB2HOL 

This antenna evolved during my search for a beam with a really great front-to-back ratio to use 

in hidden transmitter hunts. This design exhibits a very clean pattern and is perfect for RDF 

use. It trades a bit of forward gain in exchange for a very deep notch in the pattern toward the 

rear. (You could optimize the design for more forward gain, but at the expense of a really good 

notch in the pattern toward the rear.) It is a design that can be constructed using only simple 

hand tools (no machine shop needed) and still perform well. It has been duplicated several dozen times by other local hams and has 

been successfully used as a club construction project.  

   When I designed this antenna I had one basic idea in mind. It had to be easy to get in and out of the car when hunting for a hidden 

transmitter. This would be accomplished by the use of steel "tape measure" elements. These elements could fold easily when fitting 

the antenna into my car and yet still be self supporting. I decided to use three elements to keep the boom from getting too long. 

   Another of my design goals was to use materials that were easy to obtain. I chose to use Schedule-40 PVC pipe and fittings avail-

able at my local hardware store for the boom and element supports. These kept the cost for the antenna very low. The element sup-

ports consist of PVC crosses and tees.  

   Since I had never seen any plans for an antenna using elements made from 1 inch wide steel "tape measure," I had to do the de-

sign myself. To assist in the design I used a shareware computer aided yagi design program written by Paul McMahon VK3DIP. It 

allowed me to optimize the antenna for the cleanest pattern combined with the best front-to-back ratio. 

Copyright 1993 - Joseph Leggio - all rights reserved.   

http://theleggios.net/wb2hol/projects/rdf/tape_bm.htm 
Performance Predicted by YAGI-CAD 

GAIN 
 

7.3 dBd 

Front-to-Back Ratio 
 

>50 db 

3 db Beamwidth 
 

E = 67.5 degrees 

3 db Beamwidth 
 

H = 110 degrees 

ARRL Urges Members to Join in Strongly Opposing FCC's Applica-
tion Fees Proposal 

ARRL will file comments in firm opposition to an FCC pro-
posal to impose a $50 fee on amateur radio license and ap-
plication fees. With the November 16 comment deadline 
fast approaching, ARRL urges members to add their voices 
to ARRL's by filing opposition comments of their own. The 
FCC Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) MD Docket 
20-270 appeared in the October 15 edition of The Federal 
Register and sets deadlines of November 16 to comment 

and November 30 to post reply comments, which are comments on comments already filed. ARRL 
has prepared a Guide to Filing Comments with the FCC which includes tips for preparing comments 
and step-by-step filing instructions. File comments on MD Docket 20-270 using the FCC's Electronic 
Comment Filing System (ECFS). 

"We encourage all members to use the ARRL Guide to file comments opposing the imposition of the 
proposed $50 application fee," ARRL President Rick Roderick, K5UR, said. "Let's highlight amateur 
radio's long history of public service." Copied from: The ARRL Letter for October 29, 2020 

This article and all the details were too long for this publication but a 

very good find: Please Check the URL for pictures and detailed in-

struction...BE READY! (Ed: AB1CH) 

================================================== 

KB9VBD has a related how-to video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=yR2cpd0vQdM  His video after is the actual how to hunt! Very cool! 

http://theleggios.net/wb2hol/projects/rdf/tape_bm.htm
https://tinyurl.com/yyk8f2yp
http://www.arrl.org/FCC-Fees-Proposal
https://www.fcc.gov/ecfs/filings
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yR2cpd0vQdM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yR2cpd0vQdM
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Last night I was in my attic putting together a Diamond x50 antenna which Paul 

Brown recommended and many OMARC members use. I linked into the Ellenville (NY) repeater. All of a sudden on 

my little analog radio I was listening to hams from Scranton PA ....Wurtsboro ... and Vero Beach Florida ... huh... how 

did these guys located in different states ..hook into this repeater? Hams talking about how all the bands were working 

tonight. 

A ham named Greg was  on the chew.... also said he was also located  in Olivebridge. He said ...let's try sb??? 

Sorry... I only know what I've learned so far and that's limited ... but line of sight communication. We talked 

for about 45 minutes ... unbelievable clarity (then I found out of course ..  he was only .5 miles away)... almost 

perfect line of sight. 

Today I'll be looking into why I was able to make such great contacts last night with just a handheld ... was it 

as the other hams said .... due to perfect conditions? And then there's the digital groups and trying to decon-

struct and recreate what Kenny set up for me so I can replicate it. My wife is going to shoot me. She said, 

"You can buy radios, I want a new iPhone!" Do you know how expensive an iPhone is? :)  

Btw: Thanks to all the hams in this group (Ed: https://lmarc.net/club/ ) who have helped this newbie locate the 

PTT button.  https://www.facebook.com/groups/47346019193/permalink/10158603517594194/ 
Ed note: Thanks to John KD2UUI for permission to re-print this dialog which I found on FB. 

Overlook Mountain Radio Club is the club I joined while staying near Kingston NY. It is a very active club with a weather net every 

morning and various activities throughout the day. I used to go down for the meetings ..hey, it is only 3.5 hours away! And could 

Continued from Pg #1Discoveries   

https://www.facebook.com/groups/47346019193/permalink/10158603517594194/
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PO BOX 84 

Rutland VT 05702 

 

Mark Your Calendar ~Nets: 
Every Monday:  
8 PM New England DMR Nets - Talk Group “New England 
Wide” (3181):  
Zone #3 VT RACES Net, 444.550 (+pl 110.9) 6:30 pm 
gmws/ares Net, 147.045, 7:30 pm  
GMWS/W1AD 10M NET 28.333 8PM(Bands permitting 
Every day:  
Vermont phone traffic net, 3857 mhZ, 7:30 pm 
VT/NH Traffic net, 3539, 7:00 pm 
New England Phone Net, 3955 6:30 am 
Every Sunday:  
Vermont phone emergency net, 3976, 8:00 Am 
acara roundtable 147.36 (100 Hz) 8:00 pm 

(all times are local) 
Winter Field Day JAN 2021 
 

Upcoming VE Sessions: 
GMWS  contact Tim WA1VT… timabraham@gmail.com or 
Forest N1BBQ... N1BBQ@arrl. 

Burlington area VE Carl AB1DD ... AB1DD@arrl.net 
Editor AB1CH@nfmra.org 

e 
 

NEXT REGULAR GMWS MEETING  (PLEASE CHECK FOR 
UPDATES ON 147.045 - FB OR YOUR EMAIL.  
TUESDAY NOV 10 @ 7:00PM ON ZOOM: SEE GMWS FB 
PAGE FOR INFO. TALK-IN 147.045 T -`100 

https://m.facebook.com/W1GMW-Green-Mountain-
Wireless-Society-741253585940162/  

KEY KLICK’s: The Monthly Publication of the GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS SOCIETY NOVEMBER 2020 
ON FACE BOOK https://m.facebook.com/W1GMW-Green-Mountain-Wireless-Society-741253585940162/  On the Web at:  www.gmws.net (under construction) 

Many Thanks To Our  

CONTRIBUTORS!!  
 

Pete NJ2VT; Forest B1BBQ; Frank W1AD,  

ARRL W1AW; Joe, WB2HOL; John KD2UUI 

ADVERTISE in Key Klicks!  

We Sell! 

Send submissions to Editor, Ann Mary AB1CH 
AB1CH@nfmfa.org 

https://m.facebook.com/W1GMW-Green-Mountain-Wireless-Society-741253585940162/
https://m.facebook.com/W1GMW-Green-Mountain-Wireless-Society-741253585940162/
https://m.facebook.com/W1GMW-Green-Mountain-Wireless-Society-741253585940162/
http://www.gmws.net

